Hawaii island INSIDER

With its diverse backdrops, dramatic coastlines, and luxury resorts to soak it all up, the Hawaiian islands of Oahu and Maui are the perfect destinations for five-star relaxation and adventure.
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The Vibe
Lumeria is located Upcountry from Maui’s north shore, a short drive from Maui’s Kahului airport, and minutes from the beach, between the historic plantation towns of Pa’ia and Makawao. Ideally situated, all of Maui’s wonders are easily accessible from the retreat, from beaches and water sports to cultural sites and upcountry activities.

The Scene
Lumeria Maui, a premier wellness retreat in Hawaii featuring luxury accommodations, spa treatments, meeting space, yoga retreats & fine cuisine. The optimal environment to learn and be inspired. Included in your stay is an extensive roster of daily classes and activities in a variety of practices meant to inspire and enrich your time in Upcountry Maui.
The Perks
The daily schedule at Lumiera Maui features meditation, yoga, Hawaiian heritage, movement, ecology & new-thought classes, which are designed to keep your mind captivated and your body happy during this wellness retreat. Classes include paddle boarding and surfing, kayaking and canoeing, scuba diving and snorkeling, hiking and camping and much more!

The Rooms
The 24-room Lumiera Maui prides itself on nature, tranquility, health and wellness. Guestrooms feature Hawaiian-inspired, organic interiors that reflect the island and works by local Maui artists are featured throughout the property.

The Must
Lumiera’s activities coordinators will help you plan the perfect outing, including horseback riding, zip-lining, hiking, cycling, and visits to national parks, bamboo forests or waterfalls.